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1) CCC can and has delegated its duty to ensure bias and due process failures are not impacting on 

this Council initiated process. The panel once delegated this duty must make that assessment 

for itself before proceeding. The panel has been supplied a wide range of detail alleging bias and 

governance failures have and do exist in past and this process. The latest is outlined in my report 

to the Chair dated 15/10/202.Failures that have led to an extreme land planning and pollution 

enabling régime. It is asserted that PC4 seeks to reinforce and extend that perverse régime. The 

sought remedy is requiring a 42A report on these assertions. Past behaviours do predict future 

behaviours in my expert opinion there is a clear modus operandi of bias with CCC enabling CIAL.  

2) The original Purpose of the Plan change as advertised indicated it was a plan change relating to 

short term accommodation not residential accommodation. This is acknowledge in Ms 

Appleyard’s legal submissions dated 8 October at:  13.1 where she states “…. in substance the 

activity is residential in nature albeit that the proposal is for transient accommodation”. The 

Specific Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone (Golf Zone) was specifically excluded from Plan change 4 

when advertised. Yet has been included.  Mr Bayliss at point 2.2.1 of his S 42A report states that 

PC4 “is and always has been to address gaps in the Christchurch District Plan addressing short 

term accommodation”. If that was the case why was this not clearly advertised as the Purpose? 

3) As a direct result of the misinformation about the purpose of PC4, persons who reasonably 

should have been put on notice and motivated to submit to PC4 have been rendered unaware 

or able to reasonably assess the risk of potential adverse impacts on them arising from this Plan 

change. As a result many significantly adversely affected persons have been blindsided have not 

submitted, and are therefore excluded. This fails not only natural justice but the RMA 

requirements. Transparency, affected person input has been intentionally avoided.  

4) Residential activities and the Golf Zone have by way of “manipulated” definition changes been 

sought to now be on Plan change 4, as have the air noise, engine testing contours and reverse 

noise sensitive régime. CIAL noise sensitive activity removal now dominates PC4 for the 

community living under those contours. The latest activity to be excluded, with no previous 

announcement nor supporting RMA relevant evidence as to why that activity would be likely to 

increase curfew risk is “visitor accommodation in a heritage item”. (Bayliss Rebuttal evidence at 

points 7.11.) It is submitted that this and the other  CIAL régime enabling changes in Rebuttal 

evidence  late in the process are in breach of the process rules and must be rejected. 

5) Purpose confusion is compounded by a total evidential failure to provide certainty about the 

subject matter of the provisions. In such circumstances RMA Section 32 (2) dictates that an 

evaluation report MUST assess the risk of acting or not acting. With regards to the impact on the 

community of persons being drawn into the reverse sensitivity regime the Section 32 evaluation 

report is silent on Farm Stays. Using the current definition. This required risk assessment has not 

been carried out. Unintended outcomes as a result of this failure are certain. It is submitted this 

is a fatal omission that negates the Farm Stay provisions being progressed in the absence of a 

further section 32 evaluation addressing this specific risk assessment. Either drop Farm Stay or 

carry out the required evacuation.  



6) The CIAL/CCC assertion is that because of the definition changes and the Archibald ratio these 

factors alone equate to the logical presumption that the Farm Stay activities are then captured 

by the reverse noise sensitivity régime. This is flawed logic. There is no evidence at all 

supporting any increased risk of complaints arising from the three activity exemptions contained 

in the Farm Stay definition that are brought on simply by that activity being viewed as 

residential in nature. How they are defined in this context does not alter the need to provide 

evidence of some RMA adverse impact it does not change the amenity or character expected. As 

accepted amenity has less impact in rural settings. NPS-UD 2020 requires enabling not exclusion.  

7) No, coherence or character evidence is presented at all. The evidence of amenity affects is so 

poorly presented as to be negligible especially in the Farm Stay rural context.  NPS UD took 

effect from 20 August 2020 it requires the Panel to relegate amenity road blocks behind 

directed goals of enabling and enhancing diverse accommodation supply.  As a result weak 

amenity evidence, the last remaining pillar being used to try and justify PC4 and the raft of 

complex new definitions and provisions is in direct contravention of the NPS- UD. Canterbury 

Regional Council and CCC is a tier one local authority it must give effect to the provisions by 

changing their regional policy statements and district plans to give effect to the NPS-UD as soon 

as practicable and by 20 August 2022 have notified plan changes implementing intensification 

polices.  The very clear direction is to enable accommodation capacity the very activities Farm 

Stay provides. It requires Councils to remove overly restrictive rules which PC4 is trying to 

introduce.  Specifically relegating amenity road blocks behind the enabling goals. The standard 

also sits inside the wellbeing framework which is to enable economic social cultural activities to 

assist the housing and pandemic recovery.  The remedy sought is that PC4 which is aiming to do 

the opposite be rejected not only on this breach but also the total lack of RMA evidence to 

justify the regulatory intervention. Even strong amenity evidence is subjected to relegation but 

in this case the evidence is so weak as even CIAL has failed to find an expert witness to support 

it exists at any level.  

8) Attached is the Treasury SOE direction specific to CIAL Board Chair Catherine Drayton dated 

August 2021. Enabling small businesses enhancing social and economic recovery and abiding by 

the wellbeing focus are all directed to the Board as being required. Under the Tarras Investment 

Project heading the direction is crystal clear: “in developing the proposal we expect CIAL to 

engage and work closely with affected communities and stakeholders, treating them with 

respect and understanding and listening carefully considering the issues they raise.”  CIAL are 

told to uphold the social license and reputation of the company as an important firm.  The 

owner’s expectations are clear and I submit apply equally to our affected community.  Plan 

change 4 and for that matter the indefinitely adjourned Plan change 5 and evidence of the 

régime indicates a radical departure from what is expected.  

9) Legal manipulation of definitions seeking to evoke the lawyer generated reverse noise sensitivity 

context alleging the need for CIAL curfew protection at 50/55 dBA Ldn levels is dishonest. This 

hearing has a balance of probability evidential threshold. I submit the evidence before you 

achieves a beyond reasonable doubt threshold in asserting there is no need for operational 

continuity protection. CIAL control the complaints process and as a direct result of that perverse 

process there is zero possibility of a curfew. CCC and CIAL are lying to you! 














